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ABSTRACT
This position paper was written for the CHI2000 Patterns Workshop, The Hague, 2–3 April, 2000. It is a revised and extended version of a paper for a patterns workshop of the British HCI Group in March 2000. It offers twelve statements outlining my position about patterns in human-computer interaction (HCI). The first, under “Roots”, suggest how HCI, unlike software engineering, can adapt the original patterns idea from architecture. The second set, “Adaptation”, shows how this concept can be expanded to cope with the dynamics and requirements of user interfaces. The “Users” section explains how HCI patterns lead to participatory design. The closing claims introduce some current work on using patterns in software engineering, HCI, and the application domain to enhance communication in interdisciplinary design teams, and outline how those pattern languages fit into the usability engineering lifecycle.

ROOTS
Claim 1 Architecture is closer to HCI than to software engineering.

The original intention of patterns as introduced by architect Christopher Alexander [1, 3] was to capture the essence of successful solutions to recurring design problems in urban architecture. According to Alexander, “a building or a town is given its character, essentially, by those events which keep on happening there most often” [1, p. 66], and the social patterns of activity in an environment determine the geometrical and structural patterns of that environment.

Consequently, Alexander’s patterns of urban architecture describe aspects of the physical environment in which people live and work. The architect is the “designer”, and the inhabitants are the “users” of these environments. The artefact that the architect designs is something that its inhabitants directly interact with and live in.

The task of HCI design is very similar to this: User interface designers shape a virtual environment in which the user works, or, in the case of 3-D virtual environments, may even live. As we know, users generally identify a software system with what its user interface shows them, without caring about its inner works. The artefact that the user interface designer creates is something that its users directly interact with or even live in.

In striking contrast to these two professions is the work of the developer, or software engineer: There is no doubt that she creates a system that has its own structure and architecture, but the only people who will ever “live inside” this architecture are software engineers! As with any technical system, it is not the goal of a software system to make its entire inner workings transparent and understandable for the user. Instead, its user interface is designed to create a consistent and easy-to-use abstraction from this inner complexity. The artefact that the software engineer designs is something that its users should not have to directly interact with, and certainly will never live in.

The direct connection between design work and user experience, therefore, is something that makes HCI and architecture have much more in common than architecture and software engineering. As Barfield et al. put it in their Interaction Design curriculum description:

“Like the architect who views a building as an environment that defines certain potential behaviours of those who go there, the interaction designer focuses on behavioural patterns – on the way these patterns can shape people’s lives.” [4, p. 70]


Another important aspect of patterns as introduced originally is that they are readable and understandable by professionals and non-professionals alike. In fact, Alexander’s patterns address both audiences, for example with his illustrations: At its very beginning, each pattern contains a detailed, realistic example photograph to quickly “sensitize” readers to the subject that the pattern addresses, even if they are architectural laymen. After the solution has been described, however, most patterns are illustrated once more in the more abstract, concise form of a sketch, leaving out unimportant details, and concentrating on the essence of the solution. This is a format that especially professionals will prefer over a crowded photograph to quickly grasp the idea of a pattern.

Naturally, the patterns Alexander presents do not make a layman an expert architect, and Alexander admits this in his current theories that require a “master builder” as well as patterns. But they do describe the essential issues to consider when creating a room, house, or neighbourhood layout. Moreover, the writing style in “A Pattern Language” is such that especially professionals will prefer over a crowded photograph to quickly grasp the idea of a pattern.
in the design of their environments. But this approach is strikingly similar to the ideas of user-centred design as preached and occasionally even practised in HCI design work.

Contrast this with the most successful text in the software patterns community [12]: The “Gang of Four” book is without doubt a very valuable resource for aspiring programmers and software engineers, capturing successful solutions (and sometimes hacks) to recurring problems in object-oriented design.

But it is not readable by people from outside the software engineering profession. It does not describe aspects of an architecture that anybody else outside the profession can (or would like to) understand, let alone “live” in. In a way, software engineering has successfully adapted an important part of the pattern concept – creating a vocabulary of solutions to recurring design problems for communication within the community –, but has failed to carry over the more fundamental idea of supplying this language (and the power associated with it) to others involved in their projects, especially end users. And in fact, it may not even be interesting for those users to learn this language; they will not want to deal with those inner structures of the software system. (As an example, the GoF book contains code fragments to illustrate its concepts, which are unreadable for non-programmers, and which would probably translate to Alexander using static equilibrium calculations to illustrate some of his patterns.)

Moreover, as Jim Coplien pointed out at ChiliPLoP’99 [8], the book does not really describe a structured approach to learn the essential concepts of object-oriented software design. The patterns are more like a collection of tricks than a structured treatment of the subject. Nevertheless, some object-oriented software design courses are taught simply by going through the GoF book!

It is interesting to note that recently, the Gang of Four were even “tried” for their book in a mockup process at the OOPSLA’99 conference. Jenifer Tidwell, author of the most ambitious HCI pattern language effort to date [21], has written an interesting comment on this process [22].

Claim 3 HCI needs to derive its own pattern notion from the original sources.

From the last two claims, it becomes clear that it will be more fruitful for HCI to take a fresh look at the original sources of the pattern idea, than to blindly adopt the software engineering notion of design patterns just because it appears to be a closer profession (which, as outlined above, it may not even be). The ideas included in the original pattern concept – user participation, and an understandable language for non-professionals – are too valuable and too close to the interests of HCI to be ignored.

It is important to see that the software engineering community has not ignored these aspects entirely. Many pattern experts have tried to carry Alexander’s larger goals over to software engineering. But at OOPSLA’96, Alexander made it clear in his keynote speech that the majority of software patterns folk had overlooked something he considered fundamental in his work, something that he called “the Quality Without A Name”, and that for user interfaces is best described by adjectives such as “intuitive”, or “transparent”:

“Now, my understanding of what you are doing with patterns... It is a kind of a neat format, and that is fine. The pattern language that we began did have other features, and I don’t know whether those have translated into your discipline. I mean, there was at root behind the whole thing a continuous mode of preoccupation with under what circumstances is the environment good. In our field that means something.” [2]

The CHI’97 workshop [5] arrived at a similar result, agreeing that the values of a design school, its overall beliefs in what constitutes a “good” solution to a design problem, are very strongly represented inside a pattern language written by an author of that school.

Interestingly, while software engineering has picked up the pattern idea far more intensely than HCI, several classic HCI texts [19, 18, 11] already cite Alexander’s pattern work as an influential source, while the first appearance of patterns in the object-oriented community dates back to OOPSLA’87 [6].

Claim 4 HCI pattern languages are not Style Guides. HCI pattern languages are not Golden Rules. HCI pattern languages are not standards. But HCI pattern languages are about HCI.

There are many formats that have been considered in the HCI community to effectively communicate design experience, usually to others from the same profession.

Style guides, such as [11], are a very efficient medium to ensure consistency within a single user interface environment, or “toolkit”. They are concrete, and constructive, but do not carry over well to a different toolkit.

General guidelines, such as the Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design [20, p. 74], are useful to categorize a bad characteristic of an existing interface design, and to trace this back to the rule it breaks, but they miss concrete examples, and are not constructive (they do not help designers with options when they have to design a new system).

Standards, such as the ISO Multimedia User Interface Design Software Ergonomic Requirements [15], are a useful vehicle to establish rigid rules in a developing or mature field. But without references to concrete examples, and an informal writing style, they are not ideal to learn about design.

It is very useful to evolve these other forms of communicating design experience further. But when we talk about patterns, we should make sure that the essential characteristics,
the structure and components that define what a pattern is, are not forgotten. (Otherwise, why call them patterns?)

For example, each of Alexander’s patterns describes a successful solution of a design problem. It contains name, ranking, picture, context with links to larger-scale patterns, problem statement and description, solution, diagram, and references to smaller-scale patterns, and it balances a set of opposing forces optimally in some way for the given context. HCI patterns should also contain those ingredients, or explain how and why they adapt this format for HCI (as I do below).

Along the same lines, it has to be clear what domains HCI patterns should address. Of course, all issues of interaction between people and machines that clearly fall into the area of HCI are to be addressed by patterns. They range from task representation, dialogue, navigation, information and status representation, down to layout, device aspects, physical interaction, etc.

However, issues such as social interaction should be treated with caution: While it is very important that these aspects are dealt with when designing a user interface, patterns about them would not address the human-computer dialogue directly. The pattern format is without doubt extremely suitable for modeling aspects of human-human interaction as well as human-computer interaction. However, to keep the notion of HCI patterns should address. Of course, all issues of interaction between people and machines that clearly fall into the area of HCI are to be addressed by patterns. They range from task representation, dialogue, navigation, information and status representation, down to layout, device aspects, physical interaction, etc.

Along the same lines, it has to be clear what domains HCI patterns should address. Of course, all issues of interaction between people and machines that clearly fall into the area of HCI are to be addressed by patterns. They range from task representation, dialogue, navigation, information and status representation, down to layout, device aspects, physical interaction, etc.

However, issues such as social interaction should be treated with caution: While it is very important that these aspects are dealt with when designing a user interface, patterns about them would not address the human-computer dialogue directly. The pattern format is without doubt extremely suitable for modeling aspects of human-human interaction as well as human-computer interaction. However, to keep the notion of HCI patterns focused, it may be necessary to deal with those “HHI patterns” under a separate name. (Otherwise, why call them patterns?)

Actually, this is a discussion about what fields belong to HCI. At the Interaction Patterns Hot Topic at ChiliPLoP’99 [8], the same problem arose, because to define what Interaction Design Patterns should describe, we needed to define what Interaction Design as a discipline contains. The report contains an initial attempt at a definition:

An Interaction Pattern Language generates space/time interaction designs that create a system image close to the user’s mental model of the task at hand, to make the human-computer interface as transparent as possible. [8]

At the INTERACT’99 workshop, we started with this definition, but arrived at a more “user-centred” form:

The goals of an HCI pattern language are to share successful HCI design solutions among our colleagues, and to provide a common language for HCI design to anyone involved in the design, development, evaluation or use of interactive systems. [14]

It would be interesting, and helpful for people from outside the workshop, to merge and expand these two attempts into a more detailed definition.

**ADAPTATION**

Now that I have outlined what I believe should be the starting point to define what HCI patterns are, I will discuss how I think the original pattern concept needs to be changed and extended to become adequate for capturing user interface design experience.

**Claim 5** *Architectural pattern languages need to be extended by the notion of temporal structure to deal with HCI.*

A pattern language is much more than the sum of its individual patterns. The links from patterns addressing large-scale design issues down to small-scale design details help the reader and prospective designer to find the next important pattern as she refines her design. In architecture, the resulting hierarchy is quite simply ordered by geometrical size: Patterns dealing with the general layout of an entire neighbourhood are higher up in the hierarchy than patterns dealing with the question of how to split up an individual house into rooms.

This simple organizing principle ignores one major dimension: time. This works reasonably well for architecture, as the artefacts created (buildings, streets, etc.) do not change themselves substantially over time. Only the events taking place within those environments change over time, and Alexander omits such sequences of events (such as traffic intensity over the course of a day) as a single aspect that influences the design of an environment at the geometric level the pattern addresses.

This approach does not work for HCI, because the artefacts we create do change substantially over time, following the tasks they support. To give a simple example: A railway information kiosk changes from a start page, to a page giving train type options and travel time input fields, to another page displaying possible train connections, etc. In other words, we design user interfaces along a time dimension as well as along two (or three) spatial dimensions.

Therefore, the ordering principle of spatial size has to be expanded into an ordering principle of spatial and temporal expansion. One obvious solution is to put time at the top of the hierarchy, according to the large-scale notion of tasks: First, the designer thinks about what the complete task looks like, what objects and procedures it contains, and how it can be supported by a series of interactions, or dialogues. Then she goes into detail for each of those steps, designing those shorter dialogues, until each step in the dialogue sequence (or rather graph) is designed with its interaction objects, layout, and spatial geometry.

Other ordering principles are possible, for example those that are more oriented toward the design process itself; we discussed those possibilities in some detail at the INTERACT’99 workshop [14], but more work needs to be done in this area.

**Claim 6** *The structure and components of individual patterns need to take the temporal dimension into account.*
The medium that architectural patterns use to sensitize the reader to the subject of a pattern is a photograph. The INTERACT workshop arrived at the conclusion that time-based media, such as animated scenes or video clips of an interaction, will be necessary to introduce the ideas of HCI patterns that deal with dynamic aspects of a dialogue. While an interactive mini-application showing a certain interface concept (such as Balloon Help) “in use” would also be possible as an example, it was considered too complicated to understand for non-professionals (for example, a reader would have to discover somehow that balloons appear in the example when a pointer is moved over an object).

Similarly, the architectural sketches will need to be replaced by time representations such as storyboards for such HCI patterns. Video material would be less useful here, since it takes longer to grasp when a professional browses a pattern collection.

Claim 7 HCI patterns need to give empirical evidence of their validity.

A point that is often criticized in Alexander’s work is the fact that he hardly gives any “hard” empirical data to support the superiority of his solutions. In some sense, this is understandable, since the ultimate measure he uses is whether people actually say that they feel good in an environment or not [1, p. 289–297]. Alexander argues that, while economical, practical, and stylish opinions usually diverge, the criterion of feeling good in an environment returns high levels of agreement between people for good, timeless solutions (for example, using brick walls vs. prefabricated modular wall panels).

Nevertheless, HCI is a discipline that has a strong foundation in empirical data from user tests and preferences, and these scientific methods need to be reflected in an HCI pattern language to make it valid and acceptable for the HCI community.

However, it has to be ensured that endless statistical tables do not make the pattern unreadable, especially for non-professionals.

Therefore, the Examples section of a pattern should include brief summaries of results from representative user studies, with references to the original publications. This information will satisfy the demands of scientific rigour of the professional and researcher, but also show the amateur that the suggested solutions have been tested empirically.

USERS

With these adaptations of the original pattern concept in place, I would like to point out some issues that I think are important characteristics of patterns for the end users of a system.

Claim 8 HCI patterns must be readable by users.

As explained above, one of the original goals of patterns was to supply the “users” of environments with a language to influence environmental design decisions.

If HCI aims at a similar user participation in the design process, HCI patterns must be written in a form understandable even by UI design laymen. Arcane notations, while useful for the expert, must be turned into readable prose. After all, patterns are ultimately a literary form, with strong rules for format, content, and style, all to maximize readability.

Claim 9 HCI patterns will take power away from HCI designers and put it into the hands of the users.

His colleagues did not like Alexander’s ideas particularly when he first published them. One of the reasons for this is that those pattern languages aimed at empowering inhabitants to participate in the design process. This implied that architects would have had to give away some of their power, and incorporate the opinions of non-professionals. Consequently, few architects have used those patterns to give them to customers and talk with them about their design ideas. Instead, Alexander’s pattern language book has gained a large following among people wishing to redecorate their house or garden, essentially working as “amateurs”.

If HCI takes the patterns idea seriously, then its adoption must go hand in hand with a stronger participation of users in the user interface design process. It appears that there is a more welcoming atmosphere for such measures in HCI than there was in architecture, which can be seen in the advent of participatory and user-centred design methods in recent years. But ultimately, it may be well possible that not UI design professionals, but rather end users will pick up a copy of those HCI patterns and use them to redefine, customize and improve their own private computing environments.

INTERDISCIPLINARY DESIGN

The final two claims lead to my recent work in HCI patterns, which extends the pattern concept to further domains of application and suggests a new participatory design method.

Claim 10 Patterns can model many application domains.

Patterns have been a successful tool to model design experience in architecture, in software design (with the limitations discussed here), and, as existing collections show, also in HCI [21]. Other domains have been addressed by patterns as well. Patterns have been used to describe business domains, processes, and tasks to aid early system definition and conceptual design [13]. Even composing or improvising music can be considered a design activity, and some experience be expressed in pattern form [10].

Indeed, there is no reason why the experience, methods, and values of any application domain cannot be expressed in pattern form, as long as activity in that application domain includes some form of design, creative, or problem-solving work.

Claim 11 Using patterns in software architecture, interaction design and the application domain of a project can improve communication in interdisciplinary design teams.
This is the essence of my current research: If patterns are written with their original qualities, including readability by other professions, in mind, then the groups who have to work together in a software design project could understand each other much better. Software engineering could express its methods, experience and values about software architecture in pattern form. Similarly, HCI designers could rewrite their style guides, standards, golden rules, etc. in the form of an HCI pattern language. And finally, users, or other experts from the application domain of a project, could use the same format to express their own knowledge about the application domain.

Claim 12 The use of patterns in the various domains can be mapped to most phases of the usability engineering life cycle.

Nielsen [17] suggests a usability engineering life cycle consisting of eleven phases. The following table shows which parts of the pattern languages can be used in which phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Usability Engineering Life Cycle</th>
<th>Pattern use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Know the user (characteristics, current &amp; desired tasks, functional analysis, user &amp; job evolution)</td>
<td>Extract application domain experience as pattern language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Competitive analysis (examining existing products)</td>
<td>Generalize good UI solutions into HCI patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Setting usability goals (financial impact analysis, prioritizing design goals)</td>
<td>Use competing goals as forces in abstract HCI patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Parallel design (several initial designs by independent teams)</td>
<td>Use general HCI design patterns (maybe from book) as common design guidelines for the teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Participatory design (actively involving users in the design process)</td>
<td>Application domain expert (user) and HCI designer exchange their pattern languages for better mutual understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Coordinated design of the total interface (Consistency within and across products)</td>
<td>Lower-level HCI design patterns, including project-relevant, concrete examples, communicate the common look and feel efficiently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Apply guidelines and heuristic analysis (style guides, standards, and guidelines)</td>
<td>Patterns improve upon those formats because of their standard format, hierarchical networking, inclusion of examples, and discussion of problem context as well as solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Prototyping</td>
<td>Software design patterns express the standards, components, and specific project ideas of the development team in a way better understandable by the HCI experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Empirical testing (user tests)</td>
<td>Problems discovered can be related to applicable patterns to solve the problem (vocabulary function)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Iterative design (improve prototypes, capture design rationale)</td>
<td>HCI and software patterns (constructive, unlike guidelines) inform designers about design options at each point, and help capturing the space of design options explored (structural design rationale) – possibly with anti-patterns for bad solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Collect feedback from field use</td>
<td>Use application domain pattern language again as common vocabulary between UI experts and users. Use feedback to strengthen successful HCI and software patterns, and to re-evaluate suboptimal ones.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic pattern idea is not too hard to convey, and the patterns will evolve over time, becoming more stable with every new project. But the important thing is that, once the structure of expressing concepts is the same for all participants, they can exchange their languages, and use them all together as a lingua franca within the team. In discussions, important concepts can be recalled with a single word (the name of the pattern), and there is a documented base of methods and values that everybody can refer to. This may help to bridge the interdisciplinary gaps that often still prevent successful cooperation within such teams [16]. These ideas, and our application to some of our own projects, are discussed in more detail in [7] and [9].

I hope that these twelve theses can help to create a lively discussion about the state of HCI patterns at the workshop. Additional information is available from the HCI Patterns Home Page at ⟨http://www.tk.uni-linz.ac.at/˜jan/patterns/⟩.
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